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Qualification BTEC Extended National Diploma in IT 

Unit number and title Unit 20 Client Side Customisation of Web Pages 

Learning aim(s)  
(For NQF only) 

1 Understand the fundamentals of cascading style sheets 
2 Understand the fundamentals of scripting languages 

Assignment title Assessment 1: Cascading Style Sheets 

Assessor  

Hand out date w/b 23rd April 2018 

Hand in deadline w/b 7th May 2018 

Vocational Scenario  
or Context 

You are working for a Website development company called “Valerian 
Software” and have been sent to a client to create a website for them. 
Your role for the company is as a junior web designer. The client is a 
training company called “Train to Earn” which offers a wide range of 
courses including IT, business, nursing and foreign languages 

Task 1 

As part of your role, you will need to explain the 
importance of Cascading Style Sheets to your client. 

1.1 Create a presentation or report explaining what CSS is and how it can 
be accessed. In your description, make sure you include a description 
of CSS, why it should be used and how HTML can access CSS (such as 
inline, header and external. [P1]  

1.2 In your presentation/report explain the Box Model in relation to CSS. 
Please include diagrams and illustrations to help with the 
explanation.[P2] 

1.3 Add to your presentation/report an assessment of the different 
implementation styles of CSS. The descriptions need to be detailed and 
show that you have fully comprehended what the different 
implementations can be, and why they should be used for a particular 
purpose. [M1] 

Checklist of evidence 
required  P1: A presentation that explains how HTML files access CSS 

P2: A presentation that explains the features of the box model for 
CSS. 

M1: A presentation or report that assesses different 
implementation styles of CSS 
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Criteria covered by this task: 

Unit/Criteria 
reference To achieve the criteria you must show that you are able to: 

P1 Explain how HTML files access CSS 

P2 Explain the features of the box model for CSS. 

M1 Assess different implementation styles of CSS. 

 
 

Task 2 

As part of your role, you will need to explain the 
importance of JavaScript to your client. 

1.1 Write a short report which explains the fundamentals of the scripting 
language JavaScript [P3]  

1.2 In that report discuss how a scripting language can improve the functionality 
of the website.[M2] 

1.3 In that report Describe how web pages using scripts are implemented in 
different browsers [D2] 

Checklist of evidence 
required  P3: A report that explains the fundamentals of JavaScript 

M2: A report that explains how JavaScript can be used to improve 
functionality with some common exaples 

D1: A report that explores how different browsers implement 
JavaScript. 

Criteria covered by this task: 

Unit/Criteria 
reference 

To achieve the criteria you must show that you are able to: 

P3 Explain the fundamentals of a scripting language 

M2 Discuss how a scripting language can improve functionality 

D1 Explore how web pages using scripts are implemented in different browsers 

 


